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Jitterbug Perfume is an epic. Which is to say, it begins in the forests of ancient Bohemia and doesn’t conclude until nine o’clock tonight
(Paris time). It is a saga, as well. A saga must have a hero, and the hero of this one is a janitor with a missing bottle. The bottle is blue, very,
very old, and embossed with the image of a goat-horned god. If the liquid in the bottle actually is the secret essence of the universe, as some
folks seem to think, it had better be discovered soon because it is leaking and there is only a drop or two left.
Tatiana "Pluta" Spektor was a mostly happy, if awkward, young girl--until her sociologist father was disappeared during Argentina's Dirty War.
Sent a world away by her grieving mother to attend boarding school outside New York City, Pluta wrestles alone with the unresolved tragedy
and at last runs away: to the streets of Brooklyn in 1980, where she figuratively--and literally--spreads her wings. Told with haunting fabulist
imagery by debut novelist Anca L. Szilagyi, this searing tale of love, loss, estrangement, and coming of age is an unflinching exploration of
the personal devastation wrought by political repression.
Over the past fifteen years, writer, producer and director Christopher Nolan has emerged from the margins of independent British cinema to
become one of the most commercially successful directors in Hollywood. From Following (1998) to Interstellar (2014), Christopher Nolan's
films explore philosophical concerns by experimenting with nonlinear storytelling while also working within classical Hollywood narrative and
genre frameworks. Contextualizing and closely reading each of his films, this collection examines the director's play with memory, time,
trauma, masculinity, and identity, and considers the function of music and video games and the effect of IMAX on his work.
An uncanny exploration of desire, domestic space, isolation and voyeurism by a writer Borges loved--only now in English translation.
How lessons from kindergarten can help everyone develop the creative thinking skills needed to thrive in today's society. In kindergartens
these days, children spend more time with math worksheets and phonics flashcards than building blocks and finger paint. Kindergarten is
becoming more like the rest of school. In Lifelong Kindergarten, learning expert Mitchel Resnick argues for exactly the opposite: the rest of
school (even the rest of life) should be more like kindergarten. To thrive in today's fast-changing world, people of all ages must learn to think
and act creatively—and the best way to do that is by focusing more on imagining, creating, playing, sharing, and reflecting, just as children do
in traditional kindergartens. Drawing on experiences from more than thirty years at MIT's Media Lab, Resnick discusses new technologies
and strategies for engaging young people in creative learning experiences. He tells stories of how children are programming their own
games, stories, and inventions (for example, a diary security system, created by a twelve-year-old girl), and collaborating through remixing,
crowdsourcing, and large-scale group projects (such as a Halloween-themed game called Night at Dreary Castle, produced by more than
twenty kids scattered around the world). By providing young people with opportunities to work on projects, based on their passions, in
collaboration with peers, in a playful spirit, we can help them prepare for a world where creative thinking is more important than ever before.
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! General Simon Bolivar, “the Liberator” of five South American countries, takes a last
melancholy journey down the Magdalena River, revisiting cities along its shores, and reliving the triumphs, passions, and betrayals of his life.
Infinitely charming, prodigiously successful in love, war and politics, he still dances with such enthusiasm and skill that his witnesses cannot
believe he is ill. Aflame with memories of the power that he commanded and the dream of continental unity that eluded him, he is a moving
exemplar of how much can be won—and lost—in a life.
In the late nineteenth century, in an age of ascendant racism and imperial expansion, there emerged in Cuba a movement that unified black,
mulatto, and white men in an attack on Europe's oldest empire, with the goal of creating a nation explicitly defined as antiracist. This book
tells the story of the thirty-year unfolding and undoing of that movement. Ada Ferrer examines the participation of black and mulatto Cubans
in nationalist insurgency from 1868, when a slaveholder began the revolution by freeing his slaves, until the intervention of racially segregated
American forces in 1898. In so doing, she uncovers the struggles over the boundaries of citizenship and nationality that their participation
brought to the fore, and she shows that even as black participation helped sustain the movement ideologically and militarily, it simultaneously
prompted accusations of race war and fed the forces of counterinsurgency. Carefully examining the tensions between racism and antiracism
contained within Cuban nationalism, Ferrer paints a dynamic portrait of a movement built upon the coexistence of an ideology of racial
fraternity and the persistence of presumptions of hierarchy.
Named “The Book of the Year” by Lee Child in The Guardian From “master of the genre” (The Washington Post) and author of Leaving
Berlin, a heart-pounding and intelligent espionage novel about a Nazi war criminal who was supposed to be dead, the rogue CIA agent on his
trail, and the beautiful woman connected to them both. Seventeen years after the fall of the Third Reich, Max Weill has never forgotten the
atrocities he saw as a prisoner at Auschwitz—nor the face of Dr. Otto Schramm. He was the camp doctor who worked with Mengele on
appalling experiments and who sent Max’s family to the gas chambers. As the war came to a close, Schramm was one of the many highranking former-Nazi officers who managed to escape Germany for new lives in South America, where leaders like Argentina’s Juan Perón
gave them safe harbor and new identities. With his life nearing its end, Max asks his nephew Aaron Wiley—an American CIA desk analyst—to
complete the task Max never could: to track down Otto in Argentina, capture him, and bring him back to Germany to stand trial. Unable to
deny his uncle, Aaron travels to Buenos Aires and discovers a city where Nazis thrive in plain sight, mingling with Argentine high society. He
ingratiates himself with Otto’s alluring but damaged daughter, whom he’s convinced is hiding her father. Enlisting the help of a German
newspaper reporter, an Israeli agent, and the obliging CIA station chief in Buenos Aires, he hunts for Otto—a complicated monster,
unexpectedly human but still capable of murder if cornered. Unable to distinguish allies from enemies, Aaron will ultimately have to discover
just how far he is prepared to go to render justice. “With his remarkable emotional precision and mastery of tone” (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review), Joseph Kanon crafts another “gripping and authentic” (The New York Times Book Review) thriller that you won’t be able to put
down.
A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB YA PICK Recipient of the 2021 Pura Belpré Young Adult Author Medal One
of BuzzFeed's Must-Read YA Books of 2020 A Best Book of the Year: Cosmopolitan * Kirkus Reviews * SheReads * New York Public Library
“An engrossing #OwnVoices novel.” —PopSugar “This book will set your dreams on fire . . . It’s fabulous.” — Reese Witherspoon A powerful
contemporary YA for fans of The Poet X and I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter set in Argentina, about a rising soccer star who must
put everything on the line—even her blooming love story—to follow her dreams. In Rosario, Argentina, Camila Hassan lives a double life. At
home, she is a careful daughter, living within her mother’s narrow expectations, in her rising-soccer-star brother’s shadow, and under the
abusive rule of her short-tempered father. On the field, she is La Furia, a powerhouse of skill and talent. When her team qualifies for the
South American tournament, Camila gets the chance to see just how far those talents can take her. In her wildest dreams, she’d get an
athletic scholarship to a North American university. But the path ahead isn’t easy. Her parents don’t know about her passion. They wouldn’t
allow a girl to play fútbol—and she needs their permission to go any farther. And the boy she once loved is back in town. Since he left, Diego
has become an international star, playing in Italy for the renowned team Juventus. Camila doesn’t have time to be distracted by her feelings
for him. Things aren’t the same as when he left: she has her own passions and ambitions now, and La Furia cannot be denied. As her life
becomes more complicated, Camila is forced to face her secrets and make her way in a world with no place for the dreams and ambition of a
girl like her. Filled with authentic details and the textures of day-to-day life in Argentina, heart-soaring romance, and breathless action on the
pitch, Furia is the story of a girl’s journey to make her life her own.
ONE OF THE MOST LOVED NOVELS OF THE DECADE. A long-lost book reappears, mysteriously connecting an old man searching for his
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son and a girl seeking a cure for her widowed mother's loneliness. Leo Gursky taps his radiator each evening to let his upstairs neighbor
know he’s still alive. But it wasn’t always like this: in the Polish village of his youth, he fell in love and wrote a book…Sixty years later and half
a world away, fourteen-year-old Alma, who was named after a character in that book, undertakes an adventure to find her namesake and
save her family. With virtuosic skill and soaring imaginative power, Nicole Krauss gradually draws these stories together toward a climax of
"extraordinary depth and beauty" (Newsday).
The essays in Maps to Anywhere plot terrain that is at once familiar and subtly strange. Writing on subjects ranging from his family to the
origin of the barbershop pole, Bernard Cooper digs into the glimmering surface of the southern California landscape, observing the collision of
the American Dream with the realities of everyday life. From the fragments, he discovers landmarks by which he attempts to make sense of
contemporary America.
Despite the Great Recession, slightly different forms of global capitalism are still portrayed as the only game in town by the vast majority of
people in power in the world today. Unbridled growth, trade liberalisation, and competition are advocated as the only or best ways of
organizing the contemporary world. Unemployment, yawning gaps between rich and poor, political disengagement, and environmental
devastation are too often seen as acceptable ‘side effects’ of the dominance of neo-liberalism. But the reality is that capitalism has always
been contested and that people have created many other ways of providing for themselves. This book explores economic and organizational
possibilities which extend far beyond the narrow imagination of economists and management theorists. Chapters on co-operatives,
community currencies, the transition movement, scrounging, co-housing and much more paints a rich picture of the ways in which another
word is not only possible, but already taking shape. The aim of this companion is to move beyond complaining about the present and into
exploring this diversity of organisational possibilities. Our starting point is a critical analysis of contemporary global capitalism is merely the
opening for thinking about organizing as a form of politics by other means, and one that can be driven by the values of solidarity, freedom and
responsibility. This comprehensive companion with an international cast of contributors gives voice to forms of organizing which remain
unrepresented or marginalised in organizational studies and conventional politics, yet which offer more promising grounds for social and
environmental justice. It is a valuable resource for students, activists and researchers interested in alternative approaches to economy and
society in a variety of disciplinary and interdisciplinary fields.
This book examines mass communication and civic participation in the age of oil, analyzing the rhetorical and discursive ways that
governments and corporations shape public opinion and public policy and activists attempt to reframe public debates to resist corporate
framing. In the twenty-first century, oil has become a subject of civic deliberation. Environmental concerns have intensified, questions of
indigenous rights have arisen, and private and public investment in energy companies has become open to deliberation. International
contributors use local events as a starting point to explore larger issues associated with oil-dependent societies and cultures. This
interdisciplinary collection synthesizes work in the energy humanities, rhetorical studies and environmental studies to analyze the global
discourse of oil from the start of the twentieth century into the era of transnational corporations of the 21st century. This book will be a vital
text for scholars in communication studies, the energy humanities and in environmental studies. Case studies are framed accessibly, and the
theoretical lenses are accessible across disciplines, making it ideal for a post-graduate and advanced undergraduate audience in these fields.
Women Mobilizing Memory, a transnational exploration of the intersection of feminism, history, and memory, shows how the recollection of
violent histories can generate possibilities for progressive futures. Questioning the politics of memory-making in relation to experiences of
vulnerability and violence, this wide-ranging collection asks: How can memories of violence and its afterlives be mobilized for change? What
strategies can disrupt and counter public forgetting? What role do the arts play in addressing the erasure of past violence from current
memory and in creating new visions for future generations? Women Mobilizing Memory emerges from a multiyear feminist collaboration
bringing together an interdisciplinary group of scholars, artists, and activists from Chile, Turkey, and the United States. The essays in this
book assemble and discuss a deep archive of works that activate memory across a variety of protest cultures, ranging from seemingly minor
acts of defiance to broader resistance movements. The memory practices it highlights constitute acts of repair that demand justice but do not
aim at restitution. They invite the creation of alternative histories that can reconfigure painful pasts and presents. Giving voice to silenced
memories and reclaiming collective memories that have been misrepresented in official narratives, Women Mobilizing Memory offers an
alternative to more monumental commemorative practices. It models a new direction for memory studies and testifies to a continuing hope for
an alternative future.
Since the 1927 release of Fritz Lang’s pioneer film Metropolis, science fiction cinema has largely been regarded a Western genre. In
Simultaneous Worlds, Jennifer L. Feeley and Sarah Ann Wells showcase authors who challenge this notion by focusing on cinemas and
cultures, from Cuba to North Korea, not traditionally associated with science fiction. This collection introduces films about a metal-eating
monster who helps peasants overthrow an exploitative court, an inflatable sex doll who comes to life, a desert planet where matchsticks are
more valuable than money, and more. Simultaneous Worlds is the first volume to bring a transnational, interdisciplinary lens to science fiction
cinema. Encountering some of the best emerging and established voices in the field, readers will become immersed in discussions of wellknown works such as the Ghost in the Shell franchise and Neill Blomkamp’s District 9 alongside lesser-known but equally fascinating works
by African, Asian, European, and South American filmmakers. Divided into five parts that cover theoretical concerns such as new media
economies, translation, the Global South, cyborgs, and socialist and postsocialist cinema, these essays trace cinema’s role in imagining
global communities and power struggles. Considering both individual films and the broader networks of production, distribution, and
exhibition, Simultaneous Worlds illustrates how film industries across the globe take part in visualizing the perils of globalization and
technological modernity. Ultimately, this book opens new ways of thinking about world cinema and our understanding of the world at large.
An O, The Oprah Magazine Summer Reading Pick. A “brilliantly observed, heartrending” novel of a Buenos Aires boy in exile (Financial
Times). In 1976 Buenos Aires, a ten-year-old boy lives in a world of school lessons and comic books, TV shows and games of Risk. But in his
hometown, the military has just seized power, and amid a climate of increasing terror and intimidation, people begin to disappear without a
trace. When his mother unexpectedly pulls him and his younger brother from school, she tells him they’re going on an impromptu family trip.
But he soon realizes that this will be no ordinary holiday: his parents are known supporters of the opposition, and they are going into hiding.
Holed up in a safe house in the remote hills outside the city, the family assumes new identities. The boy names himself Harry after his hero
Houdini, and as tensions rise and the uncertain world around him descends into chaos, he spends his days of exile learning the secrets of
escape. Told from the points of view of Harry as a grown man and as a boy, Kamchatka is an unforgettable story of courage and sacrifice, the
tricks of time and memory, and the fragile yet resilient fabric of childhood. “[Figueras] vividly evokes a child’s reaction to a world beleaguered
by violence . . . [A] hopeful message about the healing powers of imagination and love.” —The New York Times

From the mysteriously beautiful, richly hued landscape of the Saharan mountains to the sumptuous splendor of
nineteenth-century Paris, Empires of Sand is a novel that takes us on an extraordinary, powerfully emotional journey In a
clash between two civilizations, two men of common blood discover that in war, love, and even family, they are both
destined to be outsiders.... The year is 1870. The proud Republic of France is crumbling under the onslaught of the
Prussian army. Paris is under siege. Too young to understand the shifting fortunes of the empire, two boys forge a bond
with their breathless adventures in the tunnels beneath the threatened city. Paul deVries is the cousin and constant
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companion of Michel deVries—called Moussa—whose world-explorer father shocked Paris with his marriage to a
noblewoman of the Sahara. Moussa will inherit the title of count; Paul is destined to be a soldier like his father. But tragic
events will send Moussa fleeing to his mother’s homeland, with its brooding mountains, its hidden caves and fortresses.
And the two boys who have been the closest of friends are fated as men to become the bitterest of enemies—victims of
history and the scheming of scoundrels. They meet again on the Sahara's blazing sands, one as part of a foolhardy
French expeditionary force, the other with the nomadic Tuareg, a majestic race of veiled warriors who live and die by
flashing swords and a harsh desert code of honor. On this unforgettable, ever-shifting landscape, Paul and Moussa are
swept into another war, one far more brutal than anything they have experienced. Paul is obsessed with a quest for
personal vengeance and honor. And Moussa, in love with a woman betrothed to an implacable Tuareg warrior, searches
for the peace he knew as a child in France. Now they both face a challenge of sheer, harrowing survival: whether to
follow the call of their shared blood...or the destiny written in the treacherous sands. Empires of Sand is a grand novel of
adventure in the best tradition of historical fiction. With its astounding scenes of the desert and its rich cast of
characters—soldiers, lovers, slaves, and zealots—this is a reading experience to be treasured and remembered long after
the final page is turned.
This volume combines theoretical analysis with a rich set of case studies to understand how national identity is
negotiated across spatial scales. As nationalism and identity have continued as critical global flashpoints, this book
provides the only up-to-date, comprehensive treatment of the territorial and scalar dimensions of national identity.
In Life Beside Itself, Lisa Stevenson takes us on a haunting ethnographic journey through two historical moments when
life for the Canadian Inuit has hung in the balance: the tuberculosis epidemic (1940s to the early 1960s) and the
subsequent suicide epidemic (1980s to the present). Along the way, Stevenson troubles our commonsense
understanding of what life is and what it means to care for the life of another. Through close attention to the images in
which we think and dream and through which we understand the world, Stevenson describes a world in which life is
beside itself: the name-soul of a teenager who dies in a crash lives again in his friend’s newborn baby, a young girl
shares a last smoke with a dead friend in a dream, and the possessed hands of a clock spin uncontrollably over its face.
In these contexts, humanitarian policies make little sense because they attempt to save lives by merely keeping a body
alive. For the Inuit, and perhaps for all of us, life is "somewhere else," and the task is to articulate forms of care for others
that are adequate to that truth.
"A good story and first-rate social science."—New York Times Book Review. A sinisterly funny modern-day Through the
Looking Glass that begins with cyanide poisoning and ends in strawberry ice cream. The idea of the Native American
living in perfect harmony with nature is one of the most cherished contemporary myths. But how truthful is this larger-thanlife image? According to anthropologist Shepard Krech, the first humans in North America demonstrated all of the
intelligence, self-interest, flexibility, and ability to make mistakes of human beings anywhere. As Nicholas Lemann put it
in The New Yorker, "Krech is more than just a conventional-wisdom overturner; he has a serious larger point to make. . . .
Concepts like ecology, waste, preservation, and even the natural (as distinct from human) world are entirely
anachronistic when applied to Indians in the days before the European settlement of North America." "Offers a more
complex portrait of Native American peoples, one that rejects mythologies, even those that both European and Native
Americans might wish to embrace."—Washington Post "My story, the story of 'how I became a nun,' began very early in
my life; I had just turned six. The beginning is marked by a vivid memory, which I can reconstruct down to the last detail.
Before, there is nothing, and after, everything is an extension of the same vivid memory, continuous and unbroken,
including the intervals of sleep, up to the point where I took the veil ." So starts Cesar Aira's astounding
"autobiographical" novel. Intense and perfect, this invented narrative of childhood experience bristles with dramatic
humor at each stage of growing up: a first ice cream, school, reading, games, friendship. The novel begins in Aira's
hometown, Coronel Pringles. As self-awareness grows, the story rushes forward in a torrent of anecdotes which
transform a world of uneventful happiness into something else: the anecdote becomes adventure, and adventure, fable,
and then legend. Between memory and oblivion, reality and fiction, Cesar Aira's How I Became a Nun retains childhood's
main treasures: the reality of fable and the delirium of invention. A few days after his fiftieth birthday, Aira noticed the thin
rim of the moon, visible despite the rising sun. When his wife explained the phenomenon to him he was shocked that for
fifty years he had known nothing about "something so obvious, so visible." This epiphany led him to write How I Became
a Nun. With a subtle and melancholic sense of humor he reflects on his failures, on the meaning of life and the
importance of literature.
A coming-of-age tale set in post-dictatorship Buenos Aires finds privileged Correa safeguarding the interests of her family
by hiding her beloved father's military past from others until an uninvited visitor forces her to confront the unease she has
suppressed her entire life.
A rediscovery of patriotism as a virtue in line with the core values of democracy in an extremist ageThe concept of
patriotism has fallen on hard times. What was once a value that united Americans has become so politicized by both the
left and the right that it threatens to rip apart the social fabric. On the right, patriotism has become synonymous with
nationalism and an “us versus them” worldview, while on the left it is seen as an impediment to acknowledging important
ethnic, religious, or racial identities and a threat to cosmopolitan globalism.Steven B. Smith reclaims patriotism from
these extremist positions and advocates for a patriotism that is broad enough to balance loyalty to country against other
loyalties. Describing how it is a matter of both the head and the heart, Smith shows how patriotism can bring the country
together around the highest ideals of equality and is a central and ennobling disposition that democratic societies cannot
afford to do without.
“Beautifully lyric . . . [Lawrence Thornton’s] prose is finely honed and his touch sure.”—Chicago Tribune The year is
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1936. The tide of fascism is overwhelming Europe. In Spain the Guardia Civil wages war on the citizens. SpanishGerman novelist Joaquín Wolf leaves his adopted home in Paris for a short visit to Spain, where he will spend an evening
that will change his life. For there he meets the great Spanish poet Federico García Lorca and in two brief hours they
forge a close friendship. Within days Lorca is dead, executed by the civil guard, an event that sets Wolf on an irrevocable
course as he joins the struggle against Franco. Wounded, Wolf returns to France to find German fascism threatening the
city he loves. Banding together with a fiercely political group of writers named the Lorca Club, he again becomes a
soldier of the resistance—this time using his most potent ammunition: words. Through the Lorca Club he meets Ursula
Krieger, another exiled Berliner living in Paris, a survivor not only of war but of the bloodless horrors of postwar life.
Though the scars of her past keep her from reaching out to him, Wolf’s quiet, steadfast love vanquishes shame and
pain. And while Lorca taught Wolf what must be fought against, even to the death, it is Ursula who teaches him what is
worth fighting—and living—for.
Pulitzer Prize Finalist: “Something like Huckleberry Finn written by Cormac McCarthy: an adventure story as well as a
meditation on the meaning of home.”—The Times Winner of the William Saroyan International Prize for Writing A
Publishers Weekly Top Ten Book of the Year Finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction A young Swedish immigrant
finds himself penniless and alone in California. The boy travels East in search of his brother, from whom he was
separated in the crowds and chaos during their journey across the sea. Moving on foot against the great current of
emigrants pushing West, he is driven back again and again, meeting naturalists, criminals, religious fanatics, swindlers,
Indians, and lawmen—and his exploits turn him into a legend. Just as its hero pushes against the tide, this widely
acclaimed novel defies genre conventions—and “upends the romance and mythology of America’s Western experience
and rugged individualism” (Star Tribune). “Suspenseful…a memorable immigration narrative, and a canny reinvention of
the old-school western.”—Publishers Weekly “Exquisite: assured, moving, and masterful, as profound and precise an
evocation of loneliness as any book I’ve ever read.” —Lauren Groff, National Book Award-nominated author of Florida
and Fates and Furies
Legal thriller arising out of disappearances in Argentina in the 1970s
When his wife suddenly vanishes, Carlos Rueda, director of the Children's Theatre in Buenos Aires, discovers that his
magical visions of the fate of the innocent people disappearing in Argentina are true, in an award-winning novel set
against the turbulent backdrop of 1970s Argentina. Reissue. (A Universal Pictures & Arenas Entertainment film, directed
by Christopher Hampton, starring Antonio Banderas, Emma Thompson, Ruben Blades, & Claire Bloom) (General Fiction)
A collection of short-short works includes contributions by top U.S. Latino and Latin American authors, including Junot
Dâiaz, Sandra Cisneros, Isabel Allende, Jorge Luis Borges, Gabriel Garcâia Mâarquez, and Roberto Bolaäno.
Speaking of crisis -- A suspicious history -- Economies of loss -- Exhausted futures -- Solidary selves -- Argentine
afterword.
A unique and moving real-life story of the extraordinary bond between a young teacher and a penguin, this book will
delight readers who loved Marley & Me, Dewey the Library Cat, The Good Good Pig, and any book by Jon Katz. In 1975,
twenty-three-year-old Englishman Tom Michell follows his wanderlust to Argentina, where he becomes assistant master
at a prestigious boarding school. But Michell’s adventures really begin when, on a weekend in Uruguay, he rescues a
penguin covered in oil from an ocean spill, cleans the bird up, and attempts to return him to the sea. The penguin refuses
to leave his rescuer’s side. “That was the moment at which he became my penguin, and whatever the future held, we’d
face it together,” says Michell in this charming memoir. Michell names the penguin Juan Salvador (“John Saved”), but
Juan Salvador, as it turns out, is the one who saves Michell. After Michell smuggles the bird back to Argentina and into
his campus apartment, word spreads about the young Englishman’s unusual roommate. Juan Salvador is suddenly the
center of attention—as mascot of the rugby team, confidant to the dorm housekeeper, co-host of Michell’s parties, and an
unprecedented swimming coach to a shy boy. Even through the collapse of the Perónist government and amid the
country’s economic and political strife, Juan Salvador brings joy to everyone around him—especially Michell, who
considers the affectionate animal a compadre and kindred spirit. Witty and heartwarming, The Penguin Lessons is a
classic in the making, a story that is both absurd and wonderful, exactly like Juan Salvador. Praise for The Penguin
Lessons “I loved this book, and you will, too! It’s as charming, heartwarming, and surprising as a penguin on a roof
terrace. What’s more, The Penguin Lessons teaches an important truth: that a single act of compassion can be repaid a
thousand-fold.”—Sy Montgomery, author of The Good Good Pig and the National Book Award finalist The Soul of an
Octopus “[Tom Michell’s] tone suits the material perfectly. . . . You believe every word. . . . No fool, this penguin. No
fools, these publishers, who have unleashed such a delightful and charming book just in time for Christmas.”—Daily Mail
(U.K.) “Heart-warming is a wholly inadequate phrase to describe this captivating story that is pure delight from beginning
to end.”—The Bookseller (U.K.)
NAMED A TOP 10 BOOK OF 2018 BY NPR and THE WASHINGTON POST SHORTLISTED FOR THE ANDREW
CARNEGIE MEDAL OF EXCELLENCE The instant New York Times bestseller, "A must-read for anyone who thinks
'build a wall' is the answer to anything." --Esquire For Francisco Cantú, the border is in the blood: his mother, a park
ranger and daughter of a Mexican immigrant, raised him in the scrublands of the Southwest. Driven to understand the
hard realities of the landscape he loves, Cantú joins the Border Patrol. He and his partners learn to track other humans
under blistering sun and through frigid nights. They haul in the dead and deliver to detention those they find alive.
Plagued by a growing awareness of his complicity in a dehumanizing enterprise, he abandons the Patrol for civilian life.
But when an immigrant friend travels to Mexico to visit his dying mother and does not return, Cantú discovers that the
border has migrated with him, and now he must know the full extent of the violence it wreaks, on both sides of the line.
A passionate, thought provoking exploration of walking as a political and cultural activity, from the author of the memoir
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Recollections of My Nonexistence Drawing together many histories--of anatomical evolution and city design, of treadmills
and labyrinths, of walking clubs and sexual mores--Rebecca Solnit creates a fascinating portrait of the range of
possibilities presented by walking. Arguing that the history of walking includes walking for pleasure as well as for political,
aesthetic, and social meaning, Solnit focuses on the walkers whose everyday and extreme acts have shaped our culture,
from philosophers to poets to mountaineers. She profiles some of the most significant walkers in history and fiction--from
Wordsworth to Gary Snyder, from Jane Austen's Elizabeth Bennet to Andre Breton's Nadja--finding a profound
relationship between walking and thinking and walking and culture. Solnit argues for the necessity of preserving the time
and space in which to walk in our ever more car-dependent and accelerated world.
Since the 1990s, critics and curators have broadly accepted the notion that participatory art is the ultimate political art:
that by encouraging an audience to take part an artist can promote new emancipatory social relations. Around the world,
the champions of this form of expression are numerous, ranging from art historians such as Grant Kester, curators such
as Nicolas Bourriaud and Nato Thompson, to performance theorists such as Shannon Jackson. Artificial Hells is the first
historical and theoretical overview of socially engaged participatory art, known in the US as “social practice.” Claire
Bishop follows the trajectory of twentieth-century art and examines key moments in the development of a participatory
aesthetic. This itinerary takes in Futurism and Dada; the Situationist International; Happenings in Eastern Europe,
Argentina and Paris; the 1970s Community Arts Movement; and the Artists Placement Group. It concludes with a
discussion of long-term educational projects by contemporary artists such as Thomas Hirschhorn, Tania Bruguera,
Pawe? Althamer and Paul Chan. Since her controversial essay in Artforum in 2006, Claire Bishop has been one of the
few to challenge the political and aesthetic ambitions of participatory art. In Artificial Hells, she not only scrutinizes the
emancipatory claims made for these projects, but also provides an alternative to the ethical (rather than artistic) criteria
invited by such artworks. Artificial Hells calls for a less prescriptive approach to art and politics, and for more compelling,
troubling and bolder forms of participatory art and criticism.
DIVAn interdisciplinary anthology that includes many primary materials never before published in English./div
There has been a significant surge in recent Argentine cinema, with an explosion in the number of films made in the
country since the mid-1990s. Many of these productions have been highly acclaimed by critics in Argentina and
elsewhere. What makes this boom all the more extraordinary is its coinciding with a period of severe economic crisis and
civil unrest in the nation. Offering the first in-depth English-language study of Argentine fiction films of the late twentieth
century and early twenty-first, Joanna Page explains how these productions have registered Argentina’s experience of
capitalism, neoliberalism, and economic crisis. In different ways, the films selected for discussion testify to the social
consequences of growing unemployment, rising crime, marginalization, and the expansion of the informal economy.
Page focuses particularly on films associated with New Argentine Cinema, but she also discusses highly experimental
films and genre movies that borrow from the conventions of crime thrillers, Westerns, and film noir. She analyzes films
that have received wide international recognition alongside others that have rarely been shown outside Argentina. What
unites all the films she examines is their attention to shifts in subjectivity provoked by political or economic conditions and
events. Page emphasizes the paradoxes arising from the circulation of Argentine films within the same global economy
they so often critique, and she argues that while Argentine cinema has been intent on narrating the collapse of the nationstate, it has also contributed to the nation’s reconstruction. She brings the films into dialogue with a broader range of
issues in contemporary film criticism, including the role of national and transnational film studies, theories of subjectivity
and spectatorship, and the relationship between private and public spheres.
Imagining ArgentinaBantam
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Inspired by the incredible true story of one Jewish family separated at the start of
World War II, determined to survive--and to reunite--We Were the Lucky Ones is a tribute to the triumph of hope and love
against all odds. "Love in the face of global adversity? It couldn't be more timely." --Glamour It is the spring of 1939 and
three generations of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer.
The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships
threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will become inescapable
and the Kurcs will be flung to the far corners of the world, each desperately trying to navigate his or her own path to
safety. As one sibling is forced into exile, another attempts to flee the continent, while others struggle to escape certain
death, either by working grueling hours on empty stomachs in the factories of the ghetto or by hiding as gentiles in plain
sight. Driven by an unwavering will to survive and by the fear that they may never see one another again, the Kurcs must
rely on hope, ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere. An extraordinary, propulsive novel, We Were the Lucky Ones
demonstrates how in the face of the twentieth century's darkest moment, the human spirit can endure and even thrive.
This book is a clear, systematic, original and lively account of how media representations shape the way we see our and
others’ lives in a global age. It provides in-depth analysis of a range of international media representations of disaster,
war, conflict, migration and celebration. The book explores how images, stories and voices, on television, the Internet,
and in advertisements and newspapers, invite us to relocate to distant contexts, and to relate to people who are remote
from our daily lives, by developing ‘mediated intimacy’ and focusing on the self. It also explores how these
representations shape our self-narratives. Orgad examines five sites of media representation – the other, the nation,
possible lives, the world and the self. She argues that representations can and should contribute to fostering more
ambivalence and complexity in how we think and feel about the world, our place in it and our relation to far-away others.
Media Representations and the Global Imagination will be of particular interest to students and scholars of media and
cultural studies, as well as sociology, politics, international relations, development studies and migration studies.
Struggling to make her way in Buenos Aires after the murder of her husband, seventeen-year-old Leda masters the violin
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and disguises herself as a man so that she can join a troupe of tango musicians and perform in public.
This book assesses diverse ways to think about “others” while also emphasizing the advantages of decolonial
intersectionality. The author analyzes a number of struggles that emerge among Andean indigenous intellectuals,
governmental projects, and International Relations scholars from the Global North. From different perspectives, actors
propose and promote diverse ways to deal with “others”. By focusing on the epistemic assumptions and the
marginalizing effects that emerge from these constructions, the author separates four ways to think about difference, and
analyzes their implications. The genealogical journey linking the chapters in this book not only examines the specificities
of Bolivian discussions, but also connects this geo-historical focal point with the rest of the world, other positions
concerning the problem of difference, and the broader implications of thinking about respect, action, and coexistence. To
achieve this goal, the author emphasizes the potential implications of intersectional decoloniality, highlighting its
relationship with discussions that engage post-colonial, decolonial, feminist, and interpretivist scholars. He demonstrates
the ways in which intersectional decoloniality moves beyond some of the limitations found in other discourses, proposing
a reflexive, bottom-up, intersectional, and decolonial possibility of action and ally-ship. This book is aimed primarily at
students, scholars, and educated practitioners of IR, but its engagement with diverse literature, discussions of epistemic
politics, and normative implications crosses boundaries of Political Science, Sociology, Gender Studies, Latin American
Studies, and Anthropology.
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